
 

Yum Cha 3 – 6 – 8 

 We All Need a Bit Of Luck 

 

Rooted in the rich history of the Xianfeng Emperor's era, Yum Cha, translating 

to "drink tea" in Cantonese, embodies the tradition of enjoying tea and dim 

sum with friends and loved ones. Celebrate this cherished ritual with our 

selection of 3, 6, or 8 baskets, each symbolizing good fortune and joy. 

 

Choose from 3, 6, or 8 kinds of baskets, priced at £38, £58, and £78 

respectively, in honor of the traditional Chinese numerology beliefs: 

3 - "to live"              £38 

6 - "happiness"       £58 

8 - "to prosper"      £78 

 

Tea Pairing: 

Complement your meal with our exceptional selection of teas, exclusively 

curated for China Tang by JADE Tea. 

Availability: 

Wednesday to Friday, 12:00-16:00 

All portions are classically 3 pcs, unless stated otherwise. 

 

 

 
All prices are inclusive of VAT. 

A discretionary service charge of 15% will be added to the total bill. 

*Our menu contains allergens. If you suffer from a food allergy or intolerance please let 

a member of the staff know upon placing your order. However, we cannot fully 

guarantee that the food on these premises will be free from allergens. 



How it works: 

Choose from 3, 6, or 8 kinds of baskets, priced at £38, £58, and £78 

respectively, in honor of the traditional Chinese numerology beliefs: 

 
STEAMED SELECTION: 

          Morel Dumpling (V)   翡翠羊肚菌餃 

          Iberico Pork Siu Long Bao   黑毛豬小籠包 
          Siu Mai (4pcs)   魚子燒賣 

          Cha Siu Bao   蠔油叉燒包 
          Har Kau (4pcs)   竹筍靚蝦餃 
          Chicken Dumpling   紅油雞抄手 
          Lotus Leaf Wrapped Sticky Rice   瑤柱糯米雞 
          Cha Siu Cheung Fun (4pcs)   叉燒腸粉 
          Asparagus Cheung Fun (V) (4pcs)   蘆筍腸粉 
          Seafood Money Bag   雲南小瓜果 

 

PAN-FRIED and BAKED 

          Shrimp Dumpling with Spicy Cabbage   毛豆泡菜蝦鍋貼 
          Spring Onion Cake (V) (4pcs)   懷舊蔥油餅 

          Honey Spare Ribs (6pcs)   蜜汁燒排骨 
          Deep Fried Prawn Won Ton (4pcs)   港式炸雲吞 

          Sesame Prawn Toast (4pcs)   芝麻蝦多士 
          Spring Roll (V)   脆香素春卷 

          Taro Puff (V)   竹笙素芋角 

          Chicken Satay (6pcs)   沙爹串雞 

          Prawn Satay (5pcs)   沙爹串蝦 

 


